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Dear Parents, 

 

There is something about the first day of the Christmas holiday that always encourages 

reflection in me.  In the last couple of December newsletters, I’ve dabbled with poetry 

and the world of Twitter; this morning, after a bit of aimless Googling in place of lessons, 

my eyes have been caught by a couple of entries in the Forbes list of brand winners and 

losers in 2015.  On the eve of our school’s football season, it is saddening to be 

reminded of the mess that has embroiled FIFA, especially at a time when, as a Northern 

Irishman, I am looking forward to watching us in a major championship rather than still 

living off Gerry Armstrong’s winner against Spain in the 1982 World Cup.  As the same 

ten year old, I also saw my first Stars Wars film at the cinema – Return of the Jedi – and, 

as we end 2015, there is no doubting that, with the release of the latest instalment, the 

Star Wars brand will be one of the biggest winners of the year.  Who says that history 

does not go in cycles? Come on, Northern Ireland … the Force Awakens!  

 

So what would Yoda make of the Lupton brand at present?  Well, despite the end of term fatigue, the 

Force is still pretty strong and the closest one gets to the laboured breathing of Darth Vader is more 

likely to have something to do with winter germs than the attractions of the Dark Side.  Having said that, 

boys will be boys and, whatever their age, I hope that no stocking filler lightsabers find their way to the 

Lupton studies in January!  I also hope that you find something of interest in the following review of a 

busy term. 

 

The Michaelmas term is definitely an important one in academic terms, whether in realising 

expectations for new pupils, marking one’s intent if starting a two year course, or beginning to hone 

one’s aspirations for next summer’s external examinations.  The effort and attainment grades have 

moved in the right direction with three quarters of the boys in House bettering their effort average 

between the Michaelmas 1 and Michaelmas 2 sessions, resulting in just under a half of the House 

achieving School commendations for an average of 1.9 or below.  Over the two sets of grades, 

Headmaster’s commendations for the best grades in House went to Michael Matthews and Fraser 

Foster (both U6), Hayden Owen (F5) and Joshua Osborn-Patel (L4).  The list of School commendation 

recipients is as follows: 

Upper 6: Will Edwards, Jonathan Howcroft, Fraser Merrick, Niall Slater, Jonty Thornton 

Lower 6: Ben Adamson, Joe Bellamy, Benedict Mann, Nicholas Martin 

5th Form: James Bromley, Dominic Gardner, Aled Luckman, Freddie Owen, Oliver Plummer, 

Edward Shinner, Tristan Stephens-Jones, Henry Stone 

Upper 4: Archie Batham-Read, Morgan Bennett, Jonny Green, Will Hallows, Joe Harper, 

Lewis Maddox, Charles Sapwell, Jagveer Uppal 

Lower 4: Jamie Cox, Harry Dodworth, Rorie Dodworth, Freddie Harvey-Gilson, Iain Messore, 

Ben Russell 

Of course, one can never rest on any perceived academic laurels and, sadly, effort = achievement is not 

a proven scientific formula; the new term will require continuing focus to be in a position to make 

informed GCSE choices or target Sixth Form/University courses accordingly.  However, having read 

reports, Tutor letters and comments, I am happy that the majority of Lupton boys are working well.  It 

was certainly pleasing to see Benedict Mann and Joe Bellamy receiving their subject prizes in Mark 

Reading for the best GCSE performance last summer in English Language and History respectively. 

 



 

Having said this, all work and no play would make the typical Luptonian a dull boy, so it is time to report 

on some of the term’s House competitions.  At both junior and senior level in swimming, it is always 

good to see a mix of competitive swimmers with what I would call the hearty amateurs.  At present, 

some other Houses have something of a monopoly on elite swimmers, and fair play to them for that, 

with one House able to cover all of the competition’s races with six individuals.  I still believe there is 

much to be gained from a sense of teamwork whatever the odds, and the following list of names shows 

that participation is not a problem in Lupton:  

 

Senior: Jake Bolger, Michael Matthews, Fraser Merrick, Jonty Thornton (U6);  

Alex Dew, Oliver Fender, Nick Martin (L6);  

James Bromley, Aled Luckman, Jacob Matthews, Oliver Plummer, Henry Stone (F5). 

 

Junior: Alfie Broadhurst, Jonny Green, Lewis Maddox, Joe May, Thomas Murray, Camran 

Rai-Watson (U4); 

 Jamie Cox, Theo Gardner, Freddie Harvey-Gilson, Nick Jakobsen, James Lou, Seb 

Mehjoo, Josh Osborn-Patel (L4). 

 

In the first week back after half term, William Bellamy and Jamie Cox 

(both L4) represented Lupton in the first round of the junior House 

Debating.  Opposing the motion This House would abolish school 

uniform, they tackled the various issues in an engaging way, which 

saw them successfully progress to 

the final in Routh Hall in the 

penultimate week of term.  On this 

occasion, Will partnered Iain 

Messore in proposing the motion 

This House would build HS2 and again spoke confidently, winning the 

floor vote at least, if not the competition.  Well done to all three for 

putting themselves in the spotlight, against and in front of not only 

their own peers, but also the year above – no mean feat. 

 

Junior squash leagues have been running since half term, and we are currently poised in second place 

in both the A and B competitions.  Seb Mehjoo has represented us successfully in the A league, whilst 

the sense of participation has been clear with the sheer number of Lupton pupils turning up to 

represent the cause and gain points for their House in the B league when, technically, only one is 

required: 

 

 Junior squash: Alfie Broadhurst, Jonny Green, Evan Lewis (U4); 

 Ben Hollingworth, Nick Jakobsen, Elliot Mason, Seb Mehjoo, Fin Morgan, James       

Lou, Awais Mohammed (L4). 

 

The junior basketball competition saw us in 

group with Elmshurst and Lyttelton; a victory 

against our day House rivals saw Tom Anning’s 

men set up a semi-final against Wendron-

Gordon.  Not many in advance would have bet 

against an Elmshurst v WG final, but the Reds 

showed their mettle in out-playing the boarders 

to bring the tournament full circle and meet 

Elmshurst again in the final.  Just as in the pool 

stages, the men in blue were too good for us, 

but second place was an excellent result. 

 

 Junior basketball: Tom Anning, Alfie Broadhurst, Jonny Green, Will Hallows, Ben Humphries, Isaac 

Jaya, Evan Lewis, Lewis Maddox (U4); 

 Theo Gardner, Nick Jakobsen, Elliot Mason (L4). 

 

 

 

 



 

Which brings us to the House Song.  The impact that this competition has on the boys in the House was 

perhaps best summed up by a moment in the Day Room when our chosen tracks, going back year by 

year, were played through the sound system.  With each song, another year group fell silent until only 

the current Upper Sixth were left, belting out the song that they still know off by heart from their L4 year. 

In short, five years of memories, conductors and camaraderie encapsulated in a short playlist, all of 

which will come flooding back whenever they hear one of those songs in the future – that is truly 

special, and an affirmation of the powerful hold that music has on us, however talented or not we may 

be in this sphere.  For half a term, the strains of The Beatles’ Here Comes the Sun filled the House, with 

an interesting juxtaposition of Vanilla Ice’s Ice Ice Baby to 

provide a contrast in the weather theme.  Our House band 

of Benedict Mann (guitar), Jake Bolger (bass) and Ben 

Adamson (drums) were superb, and the usually mild-

mannered Upper Sixth formers were a revelation with their 

rapping and choreography.  Most credit, however, has to 

go to Jonny Howcroft for bringing together all of the hours 

of rehearsal so well on the day, even if it was not the 

adjudicator’s favourite this year.  As ever, the performance 

can be viewed on YouTube (here), if you haven’t had a 

chance to watch it yet. 

 

With the half term dates this year, the School’s Remembrance Services were conducted mid-week on 

Armistice Day itself.  The present House played its part in respecting the formality in Chapel, with many 

attending in their CCF uniform, most notably Dominic Hegarty (U6) and Nicholas Martin (L6) who 

performed leading cadet officers’ roles in the wreath-laying colour party.   As I do each year, I showed 

the House the beautiful craftsmanship of a wooden Bromsgrove Coat of Arms which hangs in my study, 

presented by one of the Pancheri family (well-known local artisans associated with the Bromsgrove 

Guild), which suitably reflects the pride that many of these young men maintained for their school.  It 

was a member of this same Pancheri family who was witnessed literally working through his tears as he 

carved the names of school friends on the pews of our own Memorial Chapel.  It remains a personal 

goal to keep reminding the boys of the loyal timeline to which they devote their five years at school; the 

fallen Bromsgrovians would have appreciated the dignity shown by their successors. 

 

On the Arts front, we have some busy musicians traversing the campus between the Music School and 

various recital venues.  Back in October, the Scholars’ concert entertained us with solos from Ben 

Adamson (L6, timpani), Benedict Mann (L6, guitar), Archie Batham-Read (U4, trumpet), Josh Osborn-

Patel (L4, French horn), Freddie Harvey-Gilson (L4, trombone) and Ben Hollingworth (L4, saxophone). 

Josh has also shown his versatility with another spot in one of the informal concerts, this time on the 

‘cello.  More recently, there was a fine concert for the school’s various ensembles in the last week of 

term, again showcasing all these young men’s talents, as well as a few other Luptonians: Dom Gardner 

(F5, clarinet), Edward Shinner (F5, Chamber Choir), Aled Luckman (F5, Chamber Choir), Charles Sapwell 

(U4, trumpet) and Will Bellamy (L4, percussion), not forgetting our Tutor Mr McKelvey who played a 

piano duet and had several cameos in the percussion section.  Well done also to our CCF Band 

members – resplendent in red uniforms – and to those in the Chapel Choir who had as busy a final day 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=maWmw5k3uEo


 

of term as any with their work for the two Carol Services, with several new choral works this year. 

Tavener’s beautifully haunting setting of Blake’s poem The Lamb is still in my head as I write this.  

There is also the Fourth Form play and the production of Sweeney Todd to look forward to next term, 

plus our own Lupton Open Mic Night. 

 

Whilst thinking of House PA events, there have been two very successful ones this term.  Proving that 

last year was no fluke, the Hospitality Suite was once again very well filled for the PA Quiz Night.  Fuelled 

by a hearty curry, the Hat-Trick Hopefuls fulfilled their dream in taking the overall spoils, with the Fifth 

Form table earning bragging rights (and, just as importantly, chocolate) amongst the pupil teams.  The 

annual Lupton PA Ball, again at the Bromsgrove Hilton this year, was another successful and enjoyable 

occasion for those who attended. This event has now established itself as a rite of passage for the 

Lupton Sixth Form and it was a pleasure to see very nearly all the Sixth Form Luptonians, their guests, 

and parents mingling at such a convivial affair. The event also raised a substantial sum to be split 

between House funds (traditionally it helps to fund the U6 Leavers’ meal in the summer) and our two 

charities this year (the Queen Elizabeth Skin Cancer Fund and Papyrus, an organisation that works to 

support teenage mental health issues) thanks to a Heads/Tails round led by Jonty Thornton and Jonny 

Howcroft, a raffle, and an auction of donated items with Fraser Foster, Michael Matthews and Jake 

Bolger enticing the bids.  My thanks, as ever, to the Lupton PA, and in particular to Michelle Humphries 

for spearheading the organisation of the Ball this year, helped by a willing posse of other parents who 

help such evenings to go so well.  There will be some great memories for the U6 leavers, a sense of duty 

to act in the same manner next year for the L6 pupils and, thanks to the photographer, some super 

group shots for families and friends to mark the occasion. If you wish to view or order some 

photographs from the evening, the online address is via http://www.cartwrightphotography.co.uk  

 

The number of your boys representing the school for rugby this term, especially in block 

fixtures which require 15 teams with year groups putting out A to D squads remains 

heartening.  On one Saturday when my U14B side did not have a fixture, I was proud to 

note as I walked around Lower Charford that each U16 team was captained by a 

Luptonian – Jacob Matthews, Henry Stone and George Hatfield.  Congratulations to Jonty 

Thornton, Jonny Howcroft (both U6) and Himmat Bhandal (L6) for being part of the First XV 

squad as it looks to emulate the cup success of last year.  Lawrence Hill, Joe Bellamy (both 

L6), Evan Lewis and Alfie Broadhurst (both U4) have continued to represent the School at 

golf, although special mention is needed for Lawrence’s achievements in qualifying and 

then competing so well in the Junior European Open championship recently in Andalucía. 

For any of us who have picked up a golf club in our time, a round of 70 on the second day 

speaks for itself. The House also continues to have representatives in school swimming, 

badminton, basketball and fencing teams, whilst several are already staking their claims 

for starting places in hockey and football in the New Year. 

 

At the final House Assembly, I was delighted to award House colours ties to the following young men: 

 Junior Lupton colours: Jamie Cox, Harry Dodworth, Rorie Dodworth, Freddie Harvey-Gilson, 

   Theo Gardner, Nick Jakobsen, Elliot Mason, Iain Messore, Finley Morgan, 

   Joshua Osborn-Patel (all L4) 

 Senior Lupton colours: Ben Adamson, Benedict Mann (both L6) 

     Aled Luckman, Alex Mason (both F5) 

 

The final awards to mention are the Countess’s Pennies.  For those new to the House, Lupton’s 

founding House Master, Mr Bateman-Champain, was a fairly eccentric character who fabricated a figure 

called ‘The Countess’ who supposedly lived in a room on the top floor of the original Lupton mansion 

that stood on New Road (where the red-brick Lupton Court now stands).  If a Lupton boy did something 

noteworthy, Mr Bateman-Champain might award him a penny from the Countess for gaining her 

approval.  Now, I award them each term to somebody in each year group who has played their part in 

House and School life during the term; it is rare that a pupil receives two of these in their time at 

Bromsgrove.  This term’s Pennies were awarded to: 

 Upper 6: Bo Hands 

 Lower 6: Oliver Goodwin 

 5th Form: Alex Spurgin 

 Upper 4: Jonathan Green 

 Lower 4: Joshua Osborn-Patel 

http://www.cartwrightphotography.co.uk/


 

 

And so the term came to a close with thanks to our Tutor team and Angela, a gentle reminder to the 

Fifth Form of the work required for mocks when we return, but mostly mention of a well-deserved break 

for all after the longest of terms.  Please do feel free to contact me on any matter either by telephone 

(extension 229) or email (amcclure@bromsgrove-school.co.uk).   

 

I wish you all a peaceful Christmas and New Year with your families. 
 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

 

 

 

P.S. Two dates for your diaries next term: 

 Friday 22 January Lupton PA Bowling Trip to Rubery (letter to follow in the New Year) 

 Friday 11 March Lupton Open Mic Night, 7.30pm Routh Hall 
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